Meet Arlyn Miller – Advisory Council Chair for CalPoets

Arlyn Miller is a published writer, with poetry as her primary genre. Through Poetic License, Inc., which Arlyn founded and directs, she has taught thousands of people poetry-based expressive writing in schools, community venues, and professional development workshops. Arlyn works with learners of all ages and abilities, including seasoned writers and people with cognitive challenges. She is the Senior Editor of Poetic License Press, publishing creative writing that is **authentic, accessible and engaging**.

Arlyn holds a BA from the University of Michigan, a JD from the University of Illinois, and a Certificate in Creative Writing – Poetry from Northwestern University, in addition to having attended numerous writing and teaching workshops across the country and internationally. You can find out more about Arlyn’s work at [www.poeticlicenseinc.net](http://www.poeticlicenseinc.net).